Abstract-This paper presents a new scalable algorithm for discovering closed frequent itemsets, a lossless and condensed representation of all the frequent itemsets that can be mined from a transactional database. Our algorithm exploits a divide-and-conquer approach and a bitwise vertical representation of the database and adopts a particular visit and partitioning strategy of the search space based on an original theoretical framework, which formalizes the problem of closed itemsets mining in detail. The algorithm adopts several optimizations aimed to save both space and time in computing itemset closures and their supports. In particular, since one of the main problems in this type of algorithms is the multiple generation of the same closed itemset, we propose a new effective and memoryefficient pruning technique, which, unlike other previous proposals, does not require the whole set of closed patterns mined so far to be kept in the main memory. This technique also permits each visited partition of the search space to be mined independently in any order and, thus, also in parallel. The tests conducted on many publicly available data sets show that our algorithm is scalable and outperforms other state-of-the-art algorithms like CLOSET+ and FP-CLOSE, in some cases by more than one order of magnitude. More importantly, the performance improvements become more and more significant as the support threshold is decreased.
INTRODUCTION
F REQUENT Itemsets Mining (FIM) is a demanding task common to several important data mining applications that look for interesting patterns within databases (e.g., association rules, correlations, sequences, episodes, classifiers, clusters). The problem can be stated as follows: Let I ¼ fa 1 ; . . . ; a M g be a finite set of items and D be a data set containing N transactions, where each transaction t 2 D is a list of distinct items t ¼ fi 1 ; . . . ; i jtj g, i j 2 I. Let I be a k-itemset, where I ¼ fi 1 ; . . . ; i k g is a set of k distinct items i j 2 I. Given a k-itemset I, let suppðIÞ be its support, defined as the number of transactions in D that include I. Mining all the frequent itemsets from D requires discovering all the itemsets having a support higher than (or equal to) a given threshold min supp. This requires browsing the huge search space given by the power set of I.
The FIM problem has been extensively studied in the last years. Several variations to the original Apriori algorithm [1] , as well as completely different approaches, have been proposed [3] , [6] , [8] , [11] , [14] , [15] , [18] , [21] , [23] . Unfortunately, such algorithms may fail to extract all the frequent itemsets from dense data sets, which contain strongly correlated items and long frequent patterns. Such data sets are, in fact, very hard to mine since the Apriori downward closure property does not guarantee an effective pruning of candidates, while the number of frequent itemsets grows up very quickly as the minimum support threshold is decreased. As a consequence, the complexity of the mining task rapidly becomes intractable by using traditional mining algorithms. Moreover, the huge size of the output makes the task of analysts very complex since they have to extract useful knowledge from a large amount of frequent patterns.
Closed itemsets are a solution to the problems described above. They are the unique maximal elements of the equivalence classes that can be defined over the lattice of all the frequent itemsets. Each class includes a distinct group of frequent itemsets, all supported by the same set of transactions. When a data set is dense, frequent closed itemsets extracted can be orders of magnitude fewer than corresponding frequent itemsets since they implicitly benefit from data correlations. Nevertheless, they concisely represent exactly the same knowledge. From closed itemsets, it is in fact trivial to generate all the frequent itemsets along with their supports. More importantly, association rules extracted from closed itemsets have been proven to be more meaningful for analysts, because all redundancies are discarded [22] . Some efficient algorithms for mining closed itemsets have been recently proposed [7] , [17] , [19] , [20] , [22] , [24] . These algorithms cannot mine closed itemsets directly, but all of them perform not useful or redundant computations in order to determine whether a given frequent itemset is closed or not and, if so, whether it was already discovered or not. Moreover, in most cases, these algorithms are not memoryefficient since they require maintaining in the main memory all the closed itemsets mined during the execution in order to avoid generating duplicates, i.e., to check whether the closure of a given frequent itemset yields an already mined closed itemset or not.
Contributions
This paper presents a new scalable algorithm for closed frequent itemsets mining which exploits a divide-andconquer approach and a bitwise vertical representation of the database. We introduced an innovative visit of the search space derived from an original theoretical framework which formalizes the problem of mining closed itemsets in detail. Furthermore, we investigated in depth the problem of identifying and pruning duplicates in closed itemsets generation. Differently from others, our algorithm does not need to mine closed itemsets according to a "strict" lexicographic order and to keep previously mined closed itemsets in the main memory to perform duplicate checks. One of the positive effects of our visiting policy (and entailed duplicate checking technique) is that it permits subdividing the search space and produce completely independent subproblems, which can be solved in whatever order and, thus, also in parallel.
We called our algorithm DCI_CLOSED since it inherits from DCI [12] , [14] -a previously proposed algorithm to mine frequent itemsets-the in-core vertical bitwise representation of the data set and several optimization heuristics. In addition, we devised innovative techniques specifically for DCI_CLOSED, aimed at saving both space and time in computing itemset closures and their supports. In particular, since the basic operations to perform closures, support counts, and duplicate detections are intersections of bitwise tidlists-i.e., lists of identifiers of the transactions which contain a given item-we optimized this operation and, whenever possible, reused results of previously computed intersections to avoid redundant computations.
The experimental evaluation demonstrates that DCI_ CLOSED remarkably outperforms other state-of-the-art algorithms such as CLOSET+ and FP-CLOSE and that the performance improvement-up to one or two orders of magnitude-becomes more remarkable as the support threshold decreases. Furthermore, due to its time and space efficiency, DCI_CLOSED sucessfully completes the mining tasks on input data sets and with support thresholds that cause all the other algorithms to fail.
Paper Organization
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we introduce closed itemsets and describe a framework for mining them. This framework is shared by all the algorithms surveyed in Section 3. In Section 4, we formalize the problem of duplicates and devise the theoretical results at the basis of the particular visit of the search space followed by DCI_CLOSED. Section 5 describes the implementation of our closed itemset mining algorithm, while Section 6 discusses the experimental results obtained. Some concluding remarks follows.
CLOSED ITEMSETS
Let T and I, T D and I I, be subsets of all the transactions and items appearing in D, respectively. The concept of closed itemset is based on the two following functions, f and g: fðT Þ ¼ fi 2 I j 8t 2 T ; i 2 tg gðIÞ ¼ ft 2 D j 8i 2 I; i 2 tg:
Function f returns the set of items included in all the transactions belonging to T , while function g returns the set of transactions supporting a given itemset I. The closure operator defines a set of equivalence classes over the lattice of frequent itemsets: Two itemsets belong to the same equivalence class iff they have the same closure, i.e., they are supported by the same set of transactions. We can also show that an itemset I is closed iff no supersets of I with the same support exist. Therefore, mining the maximal elements of all the equivalence classes corresponds to mine all the closed itemsets. Fig. 1b shows the lattice of frequent itemsets derived from the simple data set reported in Fig. 1a , mined with min supp ¼ 1. We can see that the itemsets with the same closure are grouped in the same equivalence class. Each equivalence class contains elements sharing the same supporting transactions and closed itemsets are their maximal elements. Note that closed itemsets (six) are remarkably less than frequent itemsets (16) .
All the algorithms for mining frequent closed itemsets adopt a strategy based on two main steps: search space browsing and closure computation. In fact, they browse the search space by traversing the lattice of frequent itemsets from an equivalence class to another and compute the closure of the frequent itemsets visited in order to determine the maximal elements (closed itemsets) of the corresponding equivalence classes. Let us analyze in some depth these two phases.
Browsing the Search Space
The goal of an effective browsing strategy should be to identify exactly a single itemset for each equivalence class. We could in fact mine all the closed itemsets by computing the closure of just this single representative itemset for each equivalence class, without generating any duplicate. Let us call representative itemsets closure generators.
Some algorithms choose the minimal elements (or key patterns) of each equivalence class as generators. Key patterns form a lattice, and this lattice can be easily traversed with a simple Apriori-like algorithm [21] . Unfortunately, an equivalence class can have more than one minimal element leading to the same closed itemset. For example, the closed itemset fA; B; C; Dg of Fig. 1b could be mined twice since it can be obtained as the closure of two minimal elements of its equivalence class, namely, fA; Bg and fB; Cg.
Other algorithms use a different technique, which we call closure climbing. As soon as a generator is devised, its closure is computed and new generators are built as supersets of the closed itemset discovered so far. Since closed itemsets are maximal elements of their own equivalence classes, this strategy always guarantees to jump from an equivalence class to another. Unfortunately, it does not ensure that the new generator belongs to an equivalence class that was not yet visited. Hence, similarly to the approach based on key patterns, we can visit multiple times the same equivalence class. For example, both fA; Cg and fC; Dg are generators of the same closed itemset fA; C; Dg and they can be obtained as supersets of the closed itemsets fCg and fDg, respectively.
Hence, regardless of the strategy adopted, we need to introduce some duplicate checking technique in order to avoid generating multiple times the same closed itemset. A naive approach is to compute the closure for each generator and look for duplicates among all the closed itemsets mined so far. Indeed, in order to avoid performing useless expensive closure operations, several algorithms exploit the following lemma:
Proof. If X & Y , then gðY Þ gðXÞ. Since jgðY Þj ¼ jgðXÞj, then gðY Þ ¼ gðXÞ. gðXÞ ¼ gðY Þ ) fðgðXÞÞ ¼ fðgðY ÞÞ ) cðXÞ ¼ cðY Þ. t u Therefore, given a generator X, if we find an already mined closed itemsets Y that set-includes X, where the supports of Y and X are identical, we can conclude that cðXÞ ¼ cðY Þ. In this case, we also say that Y subsumes X. If this holds, we can safely prune the generator X without computing its closure. Otherwise, we have to compute cðXÞ in order to obtain a new closed itemset.
Unfortunately, this technique may become expensive, both in time and space in time because it requires the possibly huge set of closed itemsets mined so far to be searched for the inclusion of each generator, in space because, in order to efficiently perform set-inclusion checks, all the closed itemsets have to be kept in the main memory.
Several algorithms, like CHARM, CLOSET, and CLOSET+ [19] , [20] , [24] , base their duplicate avoidance technique on Lemma 1. However, they might encounter problems in correctly applying Lemma 1, because, given a whatever generator X, in some cases, they are not able to compute its closure cðXÞ. This is because they implicitly perform recursive projections of the data set. To guarantee a correct duplicate avoidance technique based on Lemma 1, they are thus forced to adopt a strict lexicographic visiting order of the search space. We illustrate this issue and the corresponding solution in the following.
As soon as the subtree of the lattice rooted in some item i has been exhaustively explored, such algorithms prune all occurrences of the item from every transaction (thus, projecting the data set) since all the closed itemsets containing i were surely already mined. On one hand, by progressively reducing the size of the data set, projections make support and closure computations faster. On the other hand, by removing item i from the data set, they unfortunately lose the possibility of checking whether i belongs to the closure of a generator. Therefore, once i has been deleted, it is no longer possible to mine closed itemsets containing i. For example, observe Fig. 1b and suppose that item A has been pruned from the projected data set. When we reach generator fC; Dg, we find out that it appears only in the two transactions T 2 ¼ fB; C; Dg and T 3 ¼ fC; Dg of the projected data set (i.e., the one obtained by removing item A). In this situation, fC; Dg itself would be wrongly identified as a closed itemset. By applying the above lemma, it should still be possible to identify fC; Dg as a duplicate generator that must be discarded because it belongs to the same equivalence class of the closed itemset fA; C; Dg. But, in order to verify that fA; C; Dg subsumes fC; Dg (i.e., fC; Dg fA; C; Dg and suppðfC; DgÞ ¼ suppðfA; C; DgÞ) , t h e c l o s e d i t e m s e t fA; C; Dg must have already been mined. If the subtree rooted in C was mined after the one rooted in A, i.e., without respecting a strict lexicographic order, we would wrongly detect fC; Dg as a closed itemset because we would not find any superset that subsumes fC; Dg.
Computing Closures
To compute the closure of a generator X, we have to apply the Galois operator c. Applying c requires intersecting all the transactions of the data set including X. Another way to obtain this closure is suggested by the following lemma: Lemma 2. Given an itemset X and an item i 2 I, gðXÞ gðiÞ , i 2 cðXÞ.
Proof.
(gðXÞ gðiÞ ) i 2 cðXÞ): From the above lemma, we have that if gðXÞ gðiÞ, then i 2 cðXÞ. Therefore, by performing this inclusion check for all the items in I not included in X, we can incrementally compute cðXÞ. Note that the set gðiÞ can be represented by a list of transaction identifiers, i.e., the tidlist associated with i. This suggests the adoption of a vertical format for the input data set in order to efficiently implement the inclusion check gðXÞ gðiÞ.
Closure computations can be performed offline or online. In the former case, we first retrieve the complete set of generators and then compute their closures. In the latter case, as soon as a new generator is discovered, its closure is computed on-the-fly. The algorithms that compute closures online are generally more efficient than those that adopt an offline approach since the latter ones usually exploit key patterns as generators. Key patterns are the minimal itemsets of the equivalence class and, thus, are the shortest possible generators. Conversely, the online algorithms usually adopt the closure climbing strategy, according to which new generators are recursively created from closed itemsets. These generators are likely longer than key patterns. Obviously, the longer a generator is, the fewer checks (on further items to add) are needed to get its closure.
RELATED WORK
As stated in Section 1, closed itemsets are a lossless concise representation of all the frequent itemsets (and their supports) that can be extracted from a transactional data set. Such concise representations are particularly important when data sets contain highly correlated items and very long frequent itemsets can be extracted. In this case, the size of a concise representation can be orders of magnitude smaller than the one of the ordinary uncompressed counterpart, i.e., the set of all the frequent itemsets.
Several concise representations [13] of frequent itemsets where proposed, such as closed itemsets (also known as free sets) [2] , [16] , disjunction-free sets [4] , [9] , generalized disjunction-free sets [10] , nonderivable sets [5] , etc. This paper focuses on closed itemsets and related algorithmic issues.
The first algorithm proposed for mining closed itemsets was CLOSET [16] (Pasquier et al.) . A-CLOSE first browses level-wise the frequent itemsets lattice by means of an Apriori-like strategy in order to mine the generators of all the closed itemsets. In particular, in this first step, the generators extracted by A-CLOSE are all the key-patterns, i.e., the minimal itemsets of all equivalence classes. Since a k-set is a key pattern if and only if no one of its ðk À 1Þ-subsets has the same support [21] , minimal elements can be discovered with intensive subset checking. In its second step, A-CLOSE computes the closure of all the minimal generators previously found. Since a single equivalence class may have more than one minimal itemsets, redundant closures may be computed. A-CLOSE performance suffers from the high cost of the offline closure computation and the huge number of subset searches.
The authors of FP-GROWTH [8] (Han et al.) proposed CLOSET [19] and CLOSET+ [20] . These two algorithms inherit from FP-Growth the compact FP-Tree data structure and the exploration technique based on recursive conditional projections of the FP-Tree. Frequent single items are discovered after a first scan of the data set and with another scan the transactions, pruned from infrequent items, are inserted in the FP-Tree stored in the main memory. With a depth first browsing of the FP-Tree and recursive conditional FP-Tree projections, CLOSET mines closed itemsets by closure climbing, and by incrementally growing up frequent closed itemsets with items having the same support in the conditional data set. Duplicates are detected with subset checking by exploiting Lemma 2. Thus, all closed sets previously discovered are kept in a two level hash table stored in the main memory. CLOSET+ is similar to CLOSET, but exploits an adaptive behavior in order to fit both sparse and dense data sets. As regards the duplicate problem, CLOSET+ introduces a new detection technique for sparse data sets named upward checking. This technique consists of intersecting every path of the initial FP-Tree leading to a candidate closed itemset X. If such an intersection is empty, then X is actually a closed itemset. The rationale for using this technique only for mining sparse data set is that the transactions, are in this case, generally quite short and, thus, intersections can be performed quickly. Note that, with dense data sets, where the transactions are usually longer, closed itemsets equivalence classes are large and the number of duplicates is high, such a technique is not used because of its inefficiency and CLOSET+ adopts the same duplicate detection strategy of CLOSET, i.e., the one based on keeping every mined closed itemset in the main memory.
FP-CLOSE [7] (Grahne and Zhu) is a variant of CLOSET+ and was the fastest algorithm for closed itemsets mining presented at the 2003 Frequent Itemset Mining Implementations Workshop (http://fimi.cs.helsinki.fi).
CHARM [22] , [24] (Zaki and Hsiao) performs a bottomup depth-first browsing of a prefix tree of frequent itemsets built incrementally. As soon as a frequent itemset is generated, its tidlist is compared with those of the other itemsets having the same parent. If one tidlist includes another one, the associated nodes are merged since both the itemsets surely belong to the same equivalence class. Itemset tidlists are stored in each node of the tree by using the diff-set technique [23] . Since different paths can, however, lead to the same closed itemset, also, in this case, a duplicates detection and pruning strategy is implemented. To this purpose, CHARM exploits a hash table to quickly individuate all the already mined closed itemsets Y that subsumes a given frequent itemset X. In more detail, the hash function is applied to gðXÞ, but, due to possible conflicts, after retrieving the matching closed itemsets, it is, however, needed to check subsumption, i.e., whether both X & Y and suppðXÞ ¼ suppðY Þ hold for each returned Y .
According to the framework introduced in Section 2, A-CLOSE exploits a key pattern browsing strategy and performs offline closure computation, while CHARM, CLOSET+, and FP-CLOSE are different implementations of the same closure climbing strategy with online incremental closure computation.
MEMORY-EFFICIENT DUPLICATE DETECTION AND PRUNING
In this section, we propose a particular visit of the lattice of frequent sets that allows unique generators for each equivalence class to be efficiently identified. We assume that a closure climbing strategy is adopted to browse the search space and find out new generators. As soon as a closed itemset Y has been identified, new generators gen Fig. 1 , we can see that it is possible to discover multiple generators of the above form for the same closed itemset. For example, the closed itemsets fA; C; Dg has four such generators, namely, fAg, fA; Cg, fA; Dg, and fC; Dg, obtained by adding a single item to the closed itemsets ;, fCg, fDg, and fDg, respectively.
In the following, by introducing the order-preserving property of generators, we devise a general and memoryefficient technique to avoid duplicate generation.
Given any total order relation R defined among item literals, hereinafter we will always consider an itemset as an ordered set, in particular a sequence of distinct and increasingly sorted items. Thus, with X [ Y , we will indicate the ordered sequence of items contained in X or Y . Moreover, let us denote with symbol 0 the usual lexicographic total order between two ordered itemsets, in turn, defined on the basis of R.
For the sake of simplicity, in the following examples, we will use the alphabetic order among item literals as total order relation R, although any other total order could be actually used (e.g., a total order relationship induced by sorting items per increasing frequencies).
Definition 2. A generator of the form
closed itemset and i 6 2 Y , is said to be order-preserving iff either c(X) = X or i 0 ðcðXÞ n XÞ. In order to mine all the closed itemsets by avoiding redundances, we compute the closure of order-preserving generators only and prune the others. To show the soundness of our technique, we will formally show that, for each closed itemset, it is possible to devise one and only one sequence of order-preserving generators. In particular, Theorem 1 below shows that, for any closed itemset Y , there exists a sequence of order-preserving generators that allow us to climb a sequence of closed itemsets and reach Y and Corollary 1 shows instead the uniqueness of this sequence.
where the various gen i are order-preserving generators, with 
e., i 0 is the smallest item in Y n Y 0 with respect to the lexicographic order 0 . Afterward, we compute
Otherwise, in order to build the next order-preserving Proof. Suppose that, during the construction of the sequence of generators, we choose i j 6 ¼ min 0 Y n Y j À Á to build generator gen j . Since gen j and all the following generators must be order-preserving, it should be impossible to obtain Y since we could no longer consider 
Detecting Order-Preserving Generators
In order to exploit the results of Theorem 1, we need to devise an efficient method checking whether a given generator is order-preserving or not. Let us introduce the following definition:
where Y is a closed itemset and i 6 2 Y , we define pre-setðgenÞ as follows:
pre-setðgenÞ ¼ fj j j 2 I; j 6 2 gen; and j 0 ig:
The following lemma gives a way to check the orderpreserving property of gen by considering the tidlists gðjÞ, for all j 2 pre-setðgenÞ. Proof. If gðgenÞ gðjÞ, then j 2 cðgenÞ. Since, by hypothesis, j 6 2 gen, we have that j 2 ðcðgenÞ n genÞ. Since j 0 i because j 2 pre-setðgenÞ, i 6 0 ðcðgenÞ n genÞ and, thus, according to Definition 2, gen is not order-preserving. t u
Assessments
We have contributed a deep study on the problem of duplicates in mining frequent closed itemsets. We have introduced the concept of sequence of order-preserving generators and proven that this sequence always exists and is unique for each closed itemset. This sequence is obtained by always growing the closed itemsets encountered with single items respecting a given total order relationship.
Generators that instead do not respect the order-preserving property can safely be pruned since their closures would generate duplicate closed itemsets. It is worth noting that, differently from other algorithms, our technique does not force any particular strict order in the visit of the lattice. Indeed, it entails a subdivision of the search space which produces completely independent subproblems, which can be solved in whatever order and, thus, also in parallel.
Moreover, this duplicate avoidance technique is memory-efficient since it uses the tidlists associated with single items, instead of using the set of closed itemsets already mined. In the following, we will show that its implementation is also time-efficient.
THE DCI_CLOSED ALGORITHM
In the literature, data sets are identified as dense when transactions are long and contain strongly correlated items. Usually, very long frequent patterns can be extracted from dense data sets even if large support thresholds are used during the mining process. Conversely, data sets are defined as sparse when groups of items are not mutually correlated and transactions are short. Even when low support thresholds are employed during the mining process, the resulting frequent patterns extracted from sparse data sets are not long.
Frequent closed itemsets are a lossless condensed representation of frequent itemsets, but, in sparse data sets, the number of closed itemsets may be nearly equal to the number of frequent ones. Therefore, mining closed itemsets in sparse data sets may become remarkably more expensive than extracting all the frequent itemsets. To deal with this issue, DCI_CLOSED adopts different strategies to extract frequent closed itemsets from sparse and dense data sets. The two strategies are implemented within the procedures DCI_CLOSED s ðÞ, suitable for sparse data sets,
In order to discriminate between sparse and dense data sets, DCI_CLOSED uses simple heuristics in the early phases of the mining process [12] , [14] , as detailed in the following:
DCI_CLOSED starts by scanning the input data set D to determine the frequent single items F 1 I and builds the bitwise vertical data set VD containing the various tidlists gðiÞ, 8i 2 F 1 . At the end of this step, the items that have survived, i.e., those included in F 1 , are increasingly sorted with respect to their frequencies.
After this first step, DCI_CLOSED decides whether VD corresponds to either a dense or a sparse data set. Since VD is bitwise, if the percentage of 1s is large, the data set is soon classified as dense. Otherwise, DCI_CLOSED uses a heuristic method aimed at discovering if a large set of items is, however, strongly correlated, i.e., they appear together in a large set of transactions. To this end, it computes the percentage of the most frequent items which cooccur in the same transactions. If this percentage is greater than a fixed threshold, it considers the data set as dense, sparse otherwise. It is worth considering that the last check also entails the reordering of the columns of VD which is at the basis of the optimization discussed in Section 5.1.2.
In Section 5.1, we will detail the most interesting part of the DCI_CLOSED d ðÞ algorithm, whereas, in the following, we only sketch the strategy adopted by the DCI_CLOSED s ðÞ procedure, used to mine sparse data sets.
While DCI_CLOSED d ðÞ adopts a depth-first exploration of the lattice of frequent itemsets, DCI_CLOSED s ðÞ adopts a levelwise visit. One of the reasons is that, in mining sparse data sets, we can effectively exploit the antimonotone Apriori property to prune candidates. DCI_CLOSED s ðÞ is thus based on a slightly modified version of our level-wise DCI algorithm for mining frequent itemsets [12] , [14] , with a simple additional closedness test over the frequent itemsets discovered. Since a frequent k-itemset Y can be identified as closed if no superset of Y with the same support exists, i.e., if Y is not subsumed by any ðk þ 1Þ-itemset, we delay the output of the frequent k-itemsets (level k) until all the frequent ðk þ 1Þ-itemsets (level k þ 1) have been discovered. Then, for each frequent ðk þ 1Þ-itemset Y 0 , we mark as nonclosed all subsumed k-itemsets Y , i.e., such that Y & Y 0 and suppðY Þ ¼ suppðY 0 Þ. At the end, we can finally identify as closed ones all the frequent k-itemsets Y that result to be unmarked.
Mining Dense Data Sets
The pseudocode of the recursive procedure DCI_CLOSED d ðÞ is shown in Algorithm 1. The procedure has three input parameters: a closed itemset CLOSED_SET and two sets of items, PRE_SET and POST_SET. It outputs all the closed itemsets that properly contain CLOSED_SET by analyzing all the valid generators-i.e., both frequent and orderpreserving-that can be obtained by extending CLOSED_ SET with the items in POST_SET.
As previously discussed, the data set D is first scanned to determine the frequent single items F 1 I and to build the bitwise vertical data set VD containing the various tidlists gðiÞ, 8i 2 F 1 . The procedure DCI_CLOSED d ðÞ is then called by passing as arguments: CLOSED_SET = cð;Þ, PRE_SET = ;, and POST_SET = F 1 n cð;Þ.
The procedure builds all the possible generators by extending CLOSED_SET with the various items i 2 POST_ SET (lines 2-5). Note that, even if, in the code, items i are chosen according to order 0 (line 3), this is not actually required since each possible generator originates an independent subproblem. Both infrequent and not order-preserving generators, i.e., invalid generators, are promptly discarded (line 6), without computing their closures. Note that items i 2 POST_SET, which have been used to obtain these invalid generators, will no longer be considered in the following recursive calls. Then, we compute the closures of valid generators only (lines 7-15). It is worth noting that each generator new gen CLOSED_SET [ i is strictly extended by using all items j 2 POST_SET such that i 0 j, thus respecting the order-preserving property (see lines 3-4, and line 9). Moreover, all the items j, i 0 j, that are found to not belong to cðnew genÞ are added to the POST_SET New (line 13), to be used for the next recursive call. At the end of this process, a new closed set (CLOSED_SET New cðnew genÞ) is obtained (line 16). From this new closed set, new generators and corresponding closed sets can be built, by recursively calling the procedure DCI_CLOSED d ðÞ (line 17).
Before recursively calling the procedure, it is, however, necessary to prepare the suitable PRE_SET and POST_SET. Note that, when the recursive level is deepened, the size of CLOSED_SET (CLOSED_SET New ) monotonically increases, while the size of POST_SET (i.e., POST_SET New ) monotonically decreases, and PRE_SET does not change. On the other hand, PRE_SET size is monotonically increased each time a recursive call returns (line 19): The new PRE_SET is then used to explore in depth the next valid generator (new_gen) obtained by extending the current CLOSED_SET.
Regarding the construction of POST_SET New , made before the recursive call of the procedure, assume that the closed set X = CLOSED_SET new passed to the procedure (line 17) has been obtained by computing the closure of a generator new gen ¼ Y [ i (i.e., X ¼ cðnew genÞ), where Y = CLOSED_SET and i 2 POST_SET. Note that, since i has been chosen as i min 0 (POST_SET) (line 3) and then removed from POST_SET (line 4), we have that all j 2 POST_SET, used for computing cðnew genÞ, now follow i in the lexicographic order (line 9). This ensures that we will surely extend generator new gen according to the order-preserving property. Note that, while cðnew genÞ is computed, we build POST_SET new as follows: POST_ S E T new ¼ fj 2 P OST SET j i 0 j and j 6 2 Xg. In other words, only items j that follow i in the lexicographic order and that have not been already included in X are added to POST_SET new . This condition allows the recursive call of the procedure to only build new generators X [ j, where the constraint i 0 j surely holds, according to the hypothesis of Theorem 1.
The composition of PRE_SET depends instead on the sequence of the valid generators (i.e., the ones that have passed both frequency and duplicate tests) that are set included in new gen ¼ Y [ i. If all these generators were valid, it would simply be composed of all the items j such that j 0 i and j 6 2 Y . However, if invalid generators are discovered, this permits us to prune PRE_SET, as discussed later in Section 5.1.1.
While the composition of POST_SET guarantees that the various generators will be produced according to the hypothesis of Theorem 1, the composition of PRE_SET guarantees that duplicate generators, i.e., not order-preserving ones, will be correctly pruned by function is dupðÞ (lines 22-29).
Since our algorithm clearly explores every possible orderpreserving generator that can be built according to the hypothesis of Theorem 1, our algorithm is also complete, i.e., it is able to extract all the frequent closed itemsets without duplications.
Example 3 Running example. We can show how DCI_CLOSED d ðÞ works by looking at the example of Fig. 1 . The particular visit of the lattice is illustrated in Fig. 2 , where we used the alphabetic order among item literals as the total order R. Once cð;Þ ¼ ; is found, four generators can be constructed by adding a single item to cð;Þ, namely, fAg, fBg, fCg, and fDg.
Suppose we first compute the closure of gen ¼ ; [ fAg ¼ fAg. Note that, since no items precede A in the lexicographic order, then its PRE_SET is empty and, thus, we can conclude that gen is order-preserving. DCI_CLOSED d ðÞ checks if gðAÞ is set-included in gðjÞ, 8j 2 POST_SET (i.e., gðBÞ, gðCÞ, and gðDÞ), and discovers that cðAÞ ¼ fA; C; Dg.
DCI_CLOSED d ðÞ is then recursively called, with parameters CLOSED_SET = fA; C; Dg, POST_SET = fBg, while PRE_SET is still empty. CLOSED_SET = fA; C; Dg is thus extended with B (its POST_SET), so obtaining a new generator gen ¼ fA; C; Dg [ fBg ¼ fA; B; C; Dg. Since PRE_SET is empty, this generator is order-preserving by definition, but is also closed because POST_SET is now empty. Therefore, starting from generator fAg, DCI_CLOSED d ðÞ has carried out its first exploration of the search space and has found two closed itemsets, first fA; C; Dg and then fA; B; C; Dg. Note that these two closed itemsets have not been generated in order, since and fA; C; Dg 6 0 fA; B; C; Dg.
After this first recursive exploration, DCI_CLOSED d ðÞ starts solving another independent subproblem by exploring generator gen ¼ ; [ fBg ¼ fBg, where PRE_ SET = fAg and POST_SET = fC; Dg. Since gen is order-preserving (this is checked by comparing gðBÞ with its PRE_SET, i.e., with gðAÞ), its closure is computed. So, we check if gðBÞ is set-included in gðCÞ and gðDÞ (i.e., its POST_SET), and we have that cðBÞ ¼ fB; Dg. DCI_CLOSED d ðÞ is thus recursively called, with parameters CLOSED_SET = fB; Dg, POST_SET = fCg, while PRE_SET is still equal to fAg. fB; Dg is thus extended with C, so obtaining a new generator gen ¼ fB; Dg [ fCg ¼ fB; C; Dg. Since gðfB; C; DgÞ & gðAÞ, then gen is not order-preserving and it is pruned with all its possible extensions. Now, DCI_CLOSED d ðÞ can start another exploration starting from generator gen ¼ ; [ fCg ¼ fCg, where PRE_SET = fA; Bg and POST_SET = fDg. Since generator fCg is order-preserving (this is checked by comparing gðCÞ with gðAÞ and gðBÞ, i.e., with its PRE_SET), we try to compute its closure by comparing gðCÞ with gðDÞ, i.e., its POST_SET. Since fCg cannot be further extended, then it is closed (cðfCg ¼ fCg). DCI_CLOSED d ðÞ is thus recursively called, with parameters CLOSED_SET = fCg, POST_SET = fDg, while PRE_SET is still equal to fA; Bg. fCg is thus extended with D, so obtaining a new generator gen ¼ fCg [ fDg ¼ fC; Dg. Since gðfC; DgÞ & gðAÞ, then this generator is not order-preserving and can be pruned without considering its possible extensions.
Finally, DCI_CLOSED d ðÞ starts exploring the last generator gen ¼ ; [ fDg ¼ fDg, where PRE_SET = fA; B; Cg and POST_SET = ;. Since gen is order-preserving (this is checked by comparing gðDÞ with gðAÞ, gðBÞ, and gðCÞ, i.e., with its PRE_SET), it is not pruned. But, we also can conclude that fDg is also closed since POST_SET = ;.
Pruning PRE_SET
We have seen that the cardinality of PRE_SET passed to the recursive call of DCI_CLOSED d ðÞ increases monotonically. Each time a generator new gen is built by extending CLOSED_SET, PRE_SET is modified accordingly in order to obtain the set pre-setðnew genÞ (see Definition 3).
However, PRE_SET pre-setðnew genÞ since the items added to PRE_SET are only those that have already been used to build valid generators (line 18), i.e., generators that are not only frequent, but also order-preserving. In other words, the items that have been used to build invalid generators are evicted from pre-setðnew genÞ, thus obtaining the pruned PRE_SET exploited by our algorithm. The following lemmas show that we can safely prune these items since the duplication check still works properly. While Lemma 4 regards the pruning of items used to build not order-preserving generators, Lemma 5 is concerned with those used to produce infrequent generators. 
Since, by hypothesis, jgðY [ iÞj < min supp, then also jgðgen 0 Þj jgðY [ Z [ i 0 [ iÞj < min supp. This is in contradiction with the hypothesis that gen 0 is frequent. t u
Optimizations Saving Bitwise Operations
DCI_CLOSED inherits the internal representation of our previous frequent set mining algorithms DCI [14] and kDCI [12] . The vertical data set is represented by a bitmap matrix VD MÂN stored in the main memory. The VDði; jÞ bit is set to 1 if and only if the jth transaction contains the ith frequent single item. Row i of the matrix thus represents gðiÞ, the tidlist associated with item i. Given a generator X ¼ Y [ i, the basic tasks performed by DCI_CLOSED d ðÞ are:
1. generating the tidlist gðXÞ and computing its support jgðXÞj; 2. performing duplication check; and 3. computing its closure cðXÞ. To efficiently perform all these operations, we exploit bitwise AND operations. In Case 1, we exploit AND operations to compute gðXÞ ¼ gðY Þ \ gðiÞ in order to derive the tidlist of X and its cardinality jgðXÞj, i.e., the number of 1s contained in the resulting bitvector gðXÞ. In both Cases 2 and 3, we have to check the inclusion of gðXÞ in the various tidlists gðjÞ associated with single items j that either precedes or follows i in the lexicographic order. All these inclusion checks are carried out by intersecting word-byword gðXÞ \ gðjÞ and stopping at the first resulting word which is not equal to the corresponding word in gðXÞ.
We adopted many optimizations to reduce the number of bitwise operations actually performed by our algorithm. These optimizations, for the sake of simplicity, were not detailed in the pseudocode of Algorithm 1.
The performance improvements resulting from each one of these optimizations are shown in Fig. 3 , which plots, for several data sets, the actual number of bitwise AND operations performed by DCI_CLOSED d ðÞ as a function of the support threshold. In particular, Figs. 3a and 3c refer to the tidlist intersections to perform Task 1, while Figs. 3b and 3d deal with the inclusion checks to complete Tasks 2 and 3. In all the plots, the top curves represent the baseline case, when no optimizations are exploited at all. From the top curves to the bottom ones, we incrementally introduced the optimization techniques detailed in the following.
1. Data Set Projection: Let us consider a closed set X and its tidlist gðXÞ. All the closed itemsets that are proper supersets of X, i.e., those that are discovered by recursively calling DCI_CLOSED d ðX; ; Þ, will be supported by subsets of gðXÞ. Thus, once X is mined, we can save work in the subsequent recursive calls of the procedure by projecting the vertical data set VD. This is carried out by deleting from VD all the columns corresponding to transactions not occurring in gðXÞ. Since this bitwise projection is quite expensive, we limited it to generators of the first level of recursion only, i.e., those obtained from the order-preserving generators obtained by extending cð;Þ.
In the plots of Fig. 3 , we denoted this optimization with the label projection and we compared its efficacy with the baseline case. We can see that the resulting number of bitwise operations performed is about halved with respect to the baseline case.
Data Sets with Highly Correlated Items: The columns of
VD are reordered to profit of data correlation, which entails high similarity between the rows of the matrix when dense data sets are mined. As in [12] , [14] , columns are reordered to maximize the size of a submatrix VE of VD having all its rows and columns identical. Every operation (e.g., intersection) involving tidlists within the submatrix VE is performed by exploiting the equality of the rows in VE. This is the most effective optimization regarding the intersection cost. In dense data set, submatrix VE is likely to be large with regard to tidlist size and it includes the most frequent items. This means that many frequent itemsets are mined within this submatrix and we can thus strongly reduce the actual number of intersection operations performed. We labeled this optimization with section eq in the plots of Fig. 3 . From the figure, we can see that, exploiting this optimization, the number of operations performed further decreases of about one order of magnitude.
Reusing Results of Previous Bitwise Intersections:
Besides the above ones, we introduced another optimization which exploits the depth-first visit of the lattice of itemsets.
Let us consider the case in which we have to check the closedness of some itemsets X. In order to determine that an itemset X is closed, the tidlist gðXÞ must be compared with all the tidlists gðjÞ, for all items j contained in the PRE_LIST (and the POST_ LIST) of X, i.e., the items that precede (or follows) all items included in X according to the lexicographic order. The tidlists of items in PRE_SET are accessed for checking duplicate generators, while those of POST_SET for computing the closure. In the case where X results to be closed, then, for all j, we have that gðXÞ 6 gðjÞ. However, we might discover that a large section of the bitwise tidlist gðXÞ is strictly included in gðjÞ. Let g h ðXÞ be the section of gðXÞ, composed of h words, strictly included in the corresponding section g h ðjÞ of gðjÞ. Hence, since g h ðXÞ g h ðjÞ, it is straightforward to show that g h ðX [ Y Þ g h ðjÞ holds too, for every itemset Y , because gðX [ Y Þ gðXÞ. So, when we extend X to obtain a new generator, we can limit the inclusion check of the various gðjÞ to the complementary portions of g h ðjÞ. It is worth noting that, as soon as our visit of the itemset lattice gets deeper, the closed itemset X we deal with becomes larger, while the portions gðXÞ strictly included in the corresponding portion of gðjÞ gets larger, thus making it possible to save a lot of work related to inclusion check.
The same holds in case we have to perform intersections. If we know that g h ðXÞ g h ðjÞ, then the first h words of the intersection gðXÞ \ gðj) will be the identical to the ones of gðXÞ.
In the plots of Fig. 3 , we denoted this optimization with the label included. As can be seen from these plots, this optimization is very effective in reducing the cost of inclusion operations of about one order of magnitude.
Another interesting remark regards the comparison between the number of operations actually executed to compute tidlists gðXÞ (Figs. 3a and 3c ) and the number of operations carried out for the various inclusion checks needed to check order-preserving properties and closures of generators (Figs. 3b and 3d) . The two amounts, given a data set and a support threshold, appear to be similar. This result might surprise the reader. One could think that the operations required for inclusion checks are the vast majority since, for each frequent generator X, we have to check the inclusion of gðXÞ with almost all the tidlists gðjÞ. Indeed, while tidlist gðXÞ must be computed for all generators X, only those that survives the pruning steps described in Section 5.1.1 are further processed for inclusion checks. Moreover, whereas tidlists must be completely scanned in order to produce gðXÞ, the same does not hold for inclusion checks: We can stop the check as soon as a single word of gðXÞ results to be not included in the corresponding word of gðjÞ.
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
We tested our implementation on a suite of publicly available data sets: chess, connect, pumsb, pumsb*, retail, T40I10D100K. They are all real data sets, except for the last one, which is a synthetic data set available from IBM Almaden. The first four data sets are dense and also produce large numbers of frequent itemsets for large support thresholds, while the last two are sparse. The experiments were conducted on a Windows XP PC equipped with a 2.8GHz Pentium IV and 512MB of RAM memory.
Performance Comparisons
We compared the performances of DCI-CLOSED with those achieved by two well-known state-of-the-art algorithms: FP-CLOSE [7] and Close+ [20] . FP-CLOSE is publicly available from the FIMI repository page http://fimi.cs.helsinki.fi/ fimi03/, while the Windows binary executable of CLOSET+ was kindly provided us from the authors. We did not included CHARM in our tests, because FP-CLOSE was already proven to be faster [6] . The FP-CLOSE and DCI_ CLOSED algorithms were compiled with the gcc compiler available in the cygwin environment.
As shown in the plots reported in Figs. 4a, 4b, 4c, 4d, and 4f, DCI-Closed outperforms both competitors in all the tests conducted. CLOSET+ performs quite well on the connect data set with relatively high supports, but, in all other cases, it is about two orders of magnitude slower than DCI_CLOSED. FP-CLOSE is effective in mining pumsb*, where its performance is close to that of DCI_CLOSED, but it is one order of magnitude slower in all the other tests. It is worth noting that, in order to fairly compare the different implementations, the above plots refer to tests conducted with support thresholds that allowed FP-CLOSE and CLOSET+ never to run out of memory.
Time Efficiency of Duplicate Check
In order to compare the efficiency of our duplication check technique with respect to that adopted by competitor algorithms, we instrumented the publicly available FP-CLOSE code and our DCI_CLOSED code. Fig. 5 shows the absolute times spent checking for duplicates while mining two dense data sets, chess and connect, as a function of the support threshold. As we can see, our technique remarkably outperforms the one used by FP-CLOSE, with a speedup up to six when small support thresholds are used.
In Table 1 , we report the relative percentage of time spent by DCI_CLOSED and FP-CLOSE performing each one of the three basic operations of the closed mining task: support count, duplication check, and closure computation. These percentages were computed by not considering the time spent by both implementations in other operations (e.g., input/output). In both algorithms, the time spent checking for duplicates is significant, but, while, in FP-CLOSE, the computation cost is, in some cases, dominated by the duplication checking task, the same does not hold for DCI_CLOSED, in which the time is more evenly distributed between duplication check and support computations. If we also consider that DCI_CLOSED remarkably outperforms FP-CLOSE in the total elapsed time, the advantage of using our duplicate checking technique is further highlighted.
The reasons for this good performance are discussed in depth in the following: The worst case of a duplicate check happens when a generator X is order-preserving. In such case, every tidlist in PRE_SET will be scanned without finding any of them to be included in gðXÞ. Let l be the number of words of each bitwise tidlist. Since PRE_SET is at most as big as F 1 , then the worst-case cost of this inclusion check is proportional to jF 1 j Â l.
However, as soon as a generator is recognized as not order-preserving, it is pruned without considering the other tidlists associated with items in PRE_SET any more. Moreover, the inclusion check can stop the scan of each tidlist at the first word for which the inclusion check fails. Finally, thanks to its multiple optimizations (see Section 5.1.2), DCI_CLOSED scans any tidlist only once along any path from the root to the leaf of the visit. This means that, even if, in principle, the cost of a single duplicate check operation involving a single tidlist in PRE_SET is directly proportional to l, it turns out to be considerably lower due to these optimizations. In practice, every duplicate check involves only a distinct and small portion of the tidlists associated with items in the P RE SET of each generator.
To support this claim, in Table 2 , we reported the average number of operations, i.e., the bitwise word intersections (Ops), needed to perform the duplicate check for each encountered generator as a function of the minimum support threshold. Note that the number of operations per generator grows linearly with the size of F 1 as expected. However, the number of actual operations performed is considerably smaller than jF 1 j Â l since it resulted to be much less even than l, i.e., the size of a single tidlist (1,533 words, in this case).
The table also shows, for each support threshold, the number of closed frequent itemsets extracted (jCj). Other algorithms hash the already mined closed itemset to detect duplicates, but, since C grows exponentially, the hash performaces may degrade suddenly as confirmed in Fig. 5 . Conversely, Table 2 shows that the number of operations performed by DCI_CLOSED is independent of the cardinality of C.
Space Efficiency of Duplicate Check
Another issue related to the efficiency of our method for duplicate checking is main memory usage. Fig. 6a plots memory requirements of FP-CLOSE, CLOSET+, and our algorithm DCI_CLOSED when mining the connect data set as a function of the support threshold. Note that the amounts of main memory used by CLOSET+ and FP-CLOSE rapidly grow when the support threshold is decreased, due to the huge number of closed itemsets generated that must be stored in the main memory. Conversely, the amount of memory used by DCI_CLOSED, which does not need to maintain the frequent closed itemsets mined in memory, is nearly constant. In Fig. 6b , we plotted the results of the same test conducted on T40I10D100K, a sparse data set where CLOSET+ is supposed to use its upward checking technique. Also, in mining this sparse data set, memory requirements of DCI_CLOSED are remarkably lower than those of its competitors. In this case, however, we can see that DCI_CLOSED memory requirements are not constant due to the need of maintaining in the main memory frequent k and ðk þ 1Þ-itemsets (see Section 5) . We can also analyze algorithm space requirement from a theoretical point of view. If we consider the algorithms that require keeping in the main memory the whole set of closed itemsets to perform duplicate check, then the size of the output is a lower bound on their space complexity. Conversely, the memory size required by an implementation based on our duplicate check technique is almost independent of the size of the output. To some extent, its memory occupation depends on those data structures that also need to be maintained in memory by other algorithms that visit depth-first the lattice and exploit tidlist intersections.
The main information that DCI_CLOSED has to maintain in the main memory is the tidlist of each generator in the current path of the lattice explored by the algorithm and the tidlist of every frequent single item. With such information DCI_CLOSED can browse the search space by performing tidlists intersections and check the order-preserving property of generators encountered.
The worst case in memory occupation occurs when the number of generators and the length of the longest closed itemsets are maximal: This occurs when cð;Þ ¼ ; and every itemset is frequent and closed. Given F 1 , the deepest path along the lattice is composed of jF 1 j nodes, each associated with a distinct tidlist. Therefore, also considering the tidlists of the original vertical data set, the total number of tidlists to be kept in the main memory is 2jF 1 j À 1. Since the length of a tidlist is equal to the number of transactions N in the data set, the worst space complexity of our algorithm is
Note that, if this worst case occurred, the total number of closed itemsets should be Oð2 jF 1 jÞ so that, from the point of view of space complexity, it should always be better to store tidlists rather than storing the closed itemsets already mined in order to detect duplicates.
An important remark regards the features of dense data sets, which are the subject of this space complexity comparison. Fortunately, the worst case above should not actually occur with such data sets since frequent itemsets are usually orders of magnitude more than closed itemsets since each equivalence class contains many frequent itemsets. The number of frequent itemsets is, instead, comparable to the number of closed ones in sparse data sets, but the length of the largest closed frequent itemset that can be extracted from them is usually much smaller than jF 1 j. Note that DCI_CLOSED uses, however, a different method for mining sparse data sets based on a level-wise visit of the lattice and the same in-core vertical bitwise data set. Independently of the technique adopted, mining sparse data sets should not be a big issue from the point of view of memory occupation because the number and length of frequent itemsets do not explode even for very low support thresholds.
Scalability
In this section, we discuss results of tests conducted in order to verify the algorithm scalability, which is strongly related to the amount of main memory exploited by an algorithm. In other words, the demand of main memory is the main factor that may limit scalability of in-core closed itemset mining algorithms. In order to verify the scalability of DCI_CLOSED, we ran the algorithm on random samples of different sizes, taken from a large dense data set created with the IBM generator. The synthetic data set occupies 405 MB, and contains 300,000 transactions with an average length of 300. The number of distinct items is 1,000, while the correlation factor 0.9.
The results of the tests conducted are reported in Fig. 7 , which shows execution times (Fig. 7a) and memory requirements (Fig. 7b ) of DCI_CLOSED and FP-CLOSE for different support thresholds as a function of the size of the sample extracted from the synthetic data set. Note that FP-CLOSE failed in most cases since it ran rapidly out of memory when the support threshold was lowered. FP-CLOSE successfully mined only 1/10 of the data set with a minimum support threshold of 50 percent and was not able to mine even 1/100 of the data set with a minimum support of 45 percent. On the other hand, DCI_CLOSED completed successfully in all the tests. We can see from the plots that both execution times and memory requirements grow linearly with the size of the data set. This means that DCI_CLOSED can mine any data set as long as its vertical representation fits in the main memory, disregarding the number of closed itemsets extracted. This is also confirmed by the results reported in Table 3 , which shows the number of closed itemsets discovered and the execution times required by DCI_CLOSED to mine some dense data sets with an "absolute" support threshold of a single transaction. The tests with data sets chess, connect, and pumsb* completed correctly after a huge, but still reasonable for the first two, amount of time, also using the lowest possible support threshold. The huge number of closed itemsets mined unequivocally demonstrates the limited scalability, with respect to the support threshold, of any other algorithms which, differently from DCI_CLOSED, need to store in the main memory the full set of closed itemsets.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have investigated the problem of efficiency in mining closed frequent itemsets from transactional data sets. We claimed that state-of-the-art algorithms like CHARM, CLOSET+, and FP-CLOSE are not memory-efficient since they require keeping the whole set of closed patterns mined so far in the main memory in order to detect duplicated closed itemsets. We asserted that the duplicates generation problem is a consequence of the strategy adopted by current algorithms to browse the itemset lattice and, thus, we proposed a new strategy for browsing the lattice that allows duplicates to be effectively detected and discarded without needing to store the set of closed patterns in the main memory.
We have introduced a novel visit of the search space, based on the concept of sequence of order-preserving generators of frequent closed itemsets, and proved that this sequence always exists and is unique for each closed itemset. One of the positive effects of our visiting policy (and entailed duplicate checking technique) is that we are able to subdivide the search space, thus producing completely independent subproblems, which can be solved in whatever order and, thus, also in parallel.
We implemented our technique within DCI_CLOSED, a new algorithm which exploits a depth-first visit of the search space and adopts a vertical bitmap representation of the data set. DCI_CLOSED also exploits several optimizations aimed to save both space and time in computing itemset closures and their supports. Since the basic operation to perform closures, support counts, and duplicate detections, is the bitwise intersection of tidlists, we particularly optimized this operation, and, when possible, we reused previously computed intersections to avoid redundant computations.
As a result of the efficient strategies and optimizations introduced, DCI_CLOSED outperforms other state-of-the-art algorithms and requires orders of magnitude less memory when dense data sets are mined with low support thresholds. The in-depth experimental evaluation conducted demonstrates the effectiveness of our optimizations and shows that the performance improvement over competitor algorithms-up to one order of magnitude-becomes more and more significant as the support threshold decreases.
Finally, we accurately assessed DCI_CLOSED scalability and we showed that it allows dense data sets to also be effectively mined with the lowest possible support threshold.
